
Kin 372 -- Motor Control & Learning across the Lifespan  
Iowa State University  

Fall 2017 
Course Description:  
  This course is designed to introduce you to major concepts within motor control & motor 

learning across the human lifespan. Both neural & behavioral levels of analysis will be 
discussed. The course content is relevant to those who wish to better understand how we 
control our movements & for those who will be engaged in teaching motor skills, be that as 
educator, therapist, trainer, clinician, or even friend or parent. This course consists of lecture 
and team-based learning (TBL). Each student will learn a novel motor skill. This course 
will require the expected 9 hours/week time commitment across the semester.  

 
Prereqs: basic psychology course; anatomy/physiology (for example, Bio 255, 256) 
 
Professor: Dr. A. Smiley-Oyen  e-mail: asmiley@iastate.edu (the best way to reach me!) 
  Office: 244 Forker Bld. Office hours: M W 10:30 – 11:45 and by appointment 
      (Telephone: 294-8261 – NOT the best way to reach me) 
 
Teaching      Sections Office  email                  Office Hrs. 
Assistants: Andrew Zaman (8 AM)     105 Forker zaman@iastate.edu     1-2 Thurs 
  Mitchell Stephenson (9 AM)     105 Forker mistephe@iastate.edu     12-1 Tues    
        
FOR CONTENT QUESTIONS USE DISCUSSION BOARD ON BB. 
FOR EMAILS: PLEASE put TIME of class (8 AM or 9 AM), TEAM# & TOPIC in SUBJECT LINE  
 
Class time           
& location:  MWF 8:00 – 8:50 or 9:00 – 9:50 (0308 Elings) I do begin on the hour. Please be timely. 
   
Text:  Motor Learning and Control: Concepts and Applications. (10th edition) by Magill & 
  Anderson; a TOPHAT license is required (this replaces personal clickers); class information 
  and communication is through Blackboard Learn and through iastate email. 
   
 Grading: Exam 1  15%  A    90%-100%    (90-92.5 A-) 
  Exam 2  15%  B    80%-89.5%   (80-82.5 B-, 88-89.5 B+)  
  Final Exam   15%  C    70%-79.5%  (70-72.5 C-, 78-79.5 C+) 
  i-RATs  10%  D    60%-69.5% (60-62.5 D-, 68-69.5 D+) 
  BB Quizzes, Hmwk.   5%          **F    0% - 59.4   
  ML Skill Reports 10%        
  t-RATs  10%         **1) Students must have at least 50% on every exam 
  TopHat Pts. & Apps 10%  and an exam average > 60% to get a D in the course. 
  Peer Evaluations 10%      2) Students must get at least 70% on the ML 
       writing assignment to get a C- for the course 
       3) Kines & Health students must get a C- or higher to 
Exam       graduate.         
Dates:  Exam 1: Friday Sept 22  
  Exam 2: Wednesday Oct 25   
  Final Exam: 8 AM section (Tues   Dec 12   7:30-9:30 AM)  
    9 AM section (Fri      Dec 15   7:30-9:30 AM) 
         

READ & COME PREPARED - BRING PPT SLIDES – TAKE NOTES! 

mailto:asmiley@iastate.edu
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What is Team-Based Learning (TBL) and Why Use It? 
 
Team-based learning (TBL) is one type of a FLIPPED CLASSROOM. Rather than sitting in your chairs, 
passively listening to a lecture and to a few students answering questions now and then, the goal of a 
flipped classroom is to ENGAGE students in thinking, integrating, and applying the content. For flipped 
classrooms to work, students need to come to class prepared. The quality of your experience will depend 
on the quality of your preparation prior to class. Thus, there are BB quizzes to be completed and submitted 
prior to many classes (submitted by 11:30 the night before the class covers that content). 
 
TBL is a specific type of flipped classroom in which you will be placed in permanent teams of 5 to 6 
students. These teams will be formed at the beginning of the second week of class, and formed on a 
principle of heterogeneity, primarily based on different career paths. So, for example, most teams will have 
one or two people headed into medicine or PA, one to three people headed into physical or occupational 
therapy, and one or two people interested in fitness, teaching and/or coaching, or graduate school, etc.  
 
All team work is DURING class – there are NO outside team assignments or projects. Your team may wish 
to meet outside of class to study, but there is no requirement to do so. Some classes will be a combination 
of lecture and TopHat questions (tQuestions) that are answered by the team – the team must come up with 
one answer. These questions may be content questions, or they may require integration or application. They 
will vary based on that day’s content. Your team will have the opportunity to discuss the options and come 
to a TEAM ANSWER. (Note – you need TOPHAT and a smart phone or laptop for this course. If you do 
not have this type of device, there are other options that are available. See your TA for advice.) 
 
In addition, there are 6 iRATs and 6 tRATs across the semester. These are quizzes (“readiness assessment 
test” is what RAT stands for). During a given class period, each person will take the iRAT on their own, 
turn in their answers, then the team will do the same assessment (tRAT). The team must come up with 
one answer per question. Thus, if team members have differing answers, your team will have to discuss 
the evidence and decide on one answer. iRATs and tRATs are equally weighted in your final grade. NOTE 
that you must get at least 50% on the iRAT for the team’s performance on the tRAT to count for your tRAT 
score. The rationale is that, if you cannot get at least 50% of the questions right, then you will not provide 
much help for the team on the tRAT. If you get lower than 50%, then you may participate and learn from 
the tRAT process, but your iRAT grade will also become your tRAT grade. 
 
In addition to t-clicker points and tRATs, there will be tAPPS (team-applications), which are larger, more 
involved questions that apply and integrate the content. These tend to occur later in sections of course 
content to help you learn, integrate, and apply the content prior to the exams. Finally, there are Peer 
Assessments, so there is accountability within the team. If someone is not coming to class prepared and is 
not engaging in a quality manner in the team process, then team members will have the opportunity to 
inform a team member of any concerns, and then, ultimately, grade them accordingly if they do not up their 
game. 
 
Why use TBL? 1) It engages students in ACTIVE LEARNING, which is a key concept in this course, 
whether we are addressing cognitive learning or motor learning. Active learning helps one consolidate the 
content. Through this active process you learn the material better and engage in higher level thinking 
processes. And, after all, problem-solving and thinking is what life is about, including what we engage in 
during professional work. 2) You will learn some team skills of communication and negotiation, which are 
important skills for life – most of you will be a part of a team in your professional career, so this is good 
practice. 3) It is much more interesting and engaging for students. Most students find that they enjoy the 
team process, and much prefer it over passive lecture-format classes. (Note – TBL is much more work for 
the professor, so the motivation for this format is very student-need-centered!)  
  



 
Department of Kinesiology Learning Outcomes 

 
Kinesiology – the Study of Movement 

 
Learning Outcome 1: Communication 

Students will use clear and effective written, oral, visual, and electronic (WOVE) communication 
techniques to foster inquiry, collaboration, and engagement in physical activity and health related settings. 
 
In Kin 372 students will:  
1) write a discussion of their motor learning data using the scientific style of writing. 
2) demonstrate logical & concise communication in verbal discussion and in the motor learning skill paper. 
3) use Excel to plot data and word processing for all written assignments. 
4) use email and BlackBoard (BB) Learn for class communication. 
 

 
Learning Outcome 2: Lifelong learning, assessment, and self-reflection 

Students will analyze and evaluates one's own knowledge, abilities and actions relative to professional 
standards, seeks opportunities to grow professionally, and utilizes self-assessment and assessment of others 
to foster physical, cognitive, social, and emotional well-being. 
 
In Kin 372 students will: 
 1) assess their skill level while learning a motor skill and reflect on how to help others learn (or relearn)  
 2) assess the value of the contribution of their team members as well as their own contribution.  
 
 

Learning Outcome 3: Content knowledge, discovery, and critical thinking 
Students will understand fundamental concepts of physical activity and health, conduct scientific inquiry, 
and apply critical thinking to solve problems from personal, scholarly, and professional perspectives. 
 
In Kin 372 students will: 
1) describe motor control theories and identify factors that contribute to motor control. 
2) define and measure motor learning and identify factors that facilitate motor learning  
3) demonstrate an understanding of how each level of the central nervous system contributes to motor  
        control and how the levels work cooperatively in coordinated movement. 
4) apply theoretical concepts to practical movement settings. 
5) analyze data and draw conclusions from data. 
6) observe and assess actions and provide ideas for intervention 
 
 

Learning Outcome 4: Ethics, diversity, and social justice 
Students will demonstrate leadership and social responsibility to improve quality of life for others and 
ensure equitable access for diverse groups by creating appropriate environments to initiate and maintain a 
physically active, healthy lifestyle.  
 
In Kin 372 students will:  
1) explain motor control differences among neurologically healthy children and older adults. 
2) describe symptoms and discuss the underlying motor control of several major movement disorders. 
3) demonstrate an understanding of how to vary the learning environment based on individual differences 
       such as age and neurological health. 
 
 



 
Important facts to note: 
 

1) There are no make-up exams. Therefore, unless you have discussed your situation with me before the 
exam & we have made other arrangements, a missed exam is a zero. Late assignments will be docked 
5% per day unless you have made previous arrangements.  

 
2) Come to office hours if you have questions or are finding things confusing. Do not wait until right 

before the exam! If our office hours conflict with your schedule make an appointment. We look forward 
to getting to know you. 

 
3) Class Etiquette. I appreciate students coming to class on time, and so will your team members. If you 

need to leave early, please inform me and your team prior to class. Turn cell phones to silent before you 
enter the class. It is expected that you will make every effort to attend every class. If you miss class, you 
are responsible for any announcements & for class material. Make arrangements with a classmate to 
attain this information. If material is still unclear contact your TA or Dr. Smiley-Oyen. If there is a major 
issue (i.e., missing a number of classes) inform Dr. Smiley-Oyen of the problem. I reserve the right to 
send a student to the Dean of Students Office for documentation of extended absences from class. 

 
4) There is no individual extra credit granted. So, do not plan to make up poor grades at the end of the 

semester by asking to do extra credit work. I may provide some extra credit opportunities, but these will 
be offered to the entire class, not to individuals. 

 
5) Read instructions that are given. Pay attention to emails. Refer to Bboard. Do not email within 24 

hrs. of a due date unless I give the class permission. You need to be thinking and planning ahead. 
 
University Policies and Recommendations 

6) Please address any special needs or special accommodations with me at the beginning of the semester 
or as soon as you become aware of your needs. Those seeking accommodations based on disabilities 
should obtain a Student Academic Accommodation Request (SAAR) form from the Disability Resources 
(DR) office (515-294-7220). DR is located on the main floor of the Student Services Building, Rm 1076. 

 
7) The class will follow Iowa State University’s policy on academic dishonesty.  Anyone suspected of 

academic dishonesty will be reported to the Dean of Students Office. Cheating, plagiarism or any other 
form of academic dishonesty results minimally in an immediate zero for that assignment. This includes, 
but is not limited to: submitting any writing assignment that is not your own, falsifying data, or getting 
exam answers from some source other than your memory. http://www.dso.iastate.edu/ja/academic/misconduct.html   
See BlackBoard Syllabus for Department of Kinesiology’s statement. 
 

8) Iowa State University strives to maintain our campus as a place of work and study for faculty, staff, and 
students that is free of all forms of prohibited discrimination and harassment based upon race, 
ethnicity, sex (including sexual assault), pregnancy, color, religion, national origin, physical or mental 
disability, age, marital status, sexual orientation, gender identity, genetic information, or status as a U.S. 
veteran. Any student who has concerns about such behavior should contact his/her instructor, Student 
Assistance at 515-294-1020, or the Office of Equal Opportunity and Compliance at 515-294-7612. 

 
9) I will abide by recommendations for Dead Week (no test/quiz given on the last day of class, no surprise 

major assignments due, and the final exam will be given during finals week).  
 
10) If you are experiencing or have experienced a problem with a violation of any of the university 

guidelines above, please contact Dr. Smiley-Oyen to discuss the issue or, if that alternative does not 
seem viable to you, email academicissues@iastate.edu. This email will put you in touch with Dr. David 
Holger, Associate Provost for Academic Programs. This email address may be used for any course, not 
just Kin 372. 
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MOTOR CONTROL & LEARNING TIMETABLE – Fall 2017 
Class Date          Topic          PRIOR to class:_   ____ 
* indicates a BB Quiz is due by 11:30 pm before this class; (v) = video          Read & see BB materials        
 

I.  Action CONTEXT & OBSERVATION Frameworks (ACF; AOF)___ 
C1   M 8/21 T1 Intro to MC: Open & Closed Loop Control    Ch1: pp 2-5; Ch5: pp 92-3  
C2   W 8/23  T2    *Terms, Measurement (T2.1), Observation                             Ch2: 26-30; 33-43; Ch5: 89-91 
C3   F 8/25 T3 *Classify (T1.1); Action C & O Frameworks, YA (AC&OFs)  Ch1: 9-22; Ch3:63  
 
C4   M 8/28 T4 TBL; Open/Closed Loop; Open/Closed Skill            read ML Skill Project on BB 
C5   W 8/30 R1 RAT 1 (Readiness Assessment Test)    #2 pencil, good eraser  
C6   F 9/1 A1 AOF APPlication: water (YA v child) (child video on BB) complete ACOF, submit 
     
C7   M 9/4 --- NO CLASS - LABOR DAY HOLIDAY           prepare materials for ML Skill 
C8   W 9/6     A2   APP: use ACOF w/ volleyball spike (videos on BB)  complete ACOF, submit 
C9   F    9/8      T5    *Mover Remember? Learning; Memory and Forgetting (v)  Ch10:229-38, 41, 45-8; Ch11:256-9 
                    
                ML practice: wk1 
C10   M 9/11 T6 *Attention? Limited Capacity; Processing; Inverted U       Ch9:200-14  
C11   W 9/13 T7 *Instruction: verbal cues, demo; Part/Whole instruction (v) Ch14; Ch19 
C12   F 9/15 R2 RAT 2        #2 pencil, good eraser 
 
C13   M 9/18     T8 *Correcting Errors: Augmented Feedback (v)   Ch15: 343-66; 370-4    wk2 
C14   W 9/20 A3    APP & Review        Review Questions   
         OPTIONAL REVIEW SESSION: _________________________             
C15    F 9/22 E1 EXAM 1            #2 pencils, good eraser, no bb caps 
 
 
II.  Action ANALYSIS Framework (AAF)  –  Underlying Processes/Abilities 
C16  M 9/25 T9 Neuro set-up; Neuro-ABCs; Spinal Level Control   Ch4: 68-71; 77-8           wk3 
C17   W 9/27 T10  Execution Problems? Generating Force    Ch4: 78-80 
C18    F 9/29 T11  *Contribution from Below: Get the Feel of the Movement! (v) Ch6: 112-123 
 
C19  M 10/2 R3     RAT3        #2 pencil, good eraser  wk4 
C20  W 10/4 A4    APP: Deafferentation (part I)   view VIDEOs; (AOF; AAF) BB   
C21  F 10/6    T12   Orchestration from Above: Cerebral Cortex   Ch4: 71-5; Ch12: 289-91 
         
C22 M 10/9    T13  *Neuro-basis of Vision; Vision-Motor Control    Ch6: 123-138             wk5 
C23 W     10/11  T14   Contribution from Mid: BG, CMB, & Brainstem  Ch4: 75-7 
C24  F 10/13 T15   Connecting the Parts and Integration; Biasing the CNS  Ch4: 78-84 
          First ML assignment due (submit to BB in ML Assignment Folder by 11:30pm) 
 
C25 M 10/16 A5    APP5: Deafferentation (part II) – submit hmwk prior to class view BBC VIDEO      wk6    
C26 W 10/18  R4    RAT 4        #2 pencils & erasers 
C27  F     10/20           INTEGRATING, DRAWING and APP 5 (cont.)   Bring a thinking brain! 
           ML SKILL PRACTICE SHOULD BE DONE – WAIT 5 DAYS  
   & complete Retention Session and Transfer Session.        
      
C28 M 10/23          Integrate & Review       Review Sheets 
OPTIONAL REVIEW SESSION: _________________________ 
C29 W 10/25           EXAM 2                 #2 pencils & erasers, no bb caps             
C30  F 10/27 T16  *Brain Development & Aging (watch video, take BBQ)  NO CLASS in Elings      
          

 



Timetable FALL 2017 
      
Class Date          Topic     Prior to class:       
      **See BB for additional assignments and materials; Readings         
 
III. Action INTERVENTION Framework (AIF) – Learning/Relearning 
    
C31  M 10/30  T17   Mover Remember?  LTM: Measuring Motor Learning (v)   Ch11; bring ML data 
C32  W 11/1    T18   *Is Practice the Issue? Stages; Transfer; Visual Search (v) Chs12-13:265-86;299-309 214-25 
C33   F 11/3    T19   *MC Theory: Schema Theory (v)     Ch5: 85-99 
  
C34  M 11/6    T20   *MC Theory: Dynamical Systems (v)    Ch5: 100-10 
C35  W 11/8     R5    RAT 5        #2 pencils & erasers 
C36  F 11/10  T21   Respond FAST: Think Fast, Move Fast  (v)              Ch2:28-31; Ch7:139-46; Ch8:173-85 
                            ML Skill Report Due. Submit on BB no later than Friday 11/10 at 11:30 pm 
   
C37  M 11/13   T22   *Functional Skills: Prehension; bimanual control (v)  Ch7:146-168; Ch8:187-95 
C38 W  11/15  T23  *Practice Design: Challenge Point Hypothesis (v)  Ch17; Ch19 
C39  F 11/17   A6  APP: Bring iAPP6 to class and your questions; READ through iApp 6, but no need to 
   fill out prior to class; you will be completing this and turning it in PRIOR to Monday 
   class after Thanksgiving, so bring your questions.  
  
THANKSGIVING BREAK  
   
C40  M 11/27  A7    APP: Teaching a Novice        (submit iAPP6 and short video pre-post by 7 AM Monday) 
C41  W 11/29 T24  *Practice Design: Variability of Practice and CI  (v)  Ch16 
C42  F 12/1  R6    RAT 6        #2 pencils & erasers   
     
 
DEAD WEEK 
C43  M 12/4 T25   Functional Skills (development and aging)   check BB   
C44  W 12/6    A8    ACF; AOF; AAF; AIF -  Spike in Volleyball   check BB 
C45   F 12/8    A9    ACF; AOF; AAF; AIF - Carrying Glass of Water  check BB 
        Motor Learning Report will be returned to students     
 
        
Optional Review Session:   8 AM _____________________ 
 
    9 AM _____________________ 
 
 
FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE:    
8 AM section:  Tuesday, Dec 12   7:30 to 9:30 AM #2 pencils, eraser, no bb caps 
9 AM section:  Friday, Dec 15  7:30 to 9:30 AM #2 pencils, eraser, no bb caps 
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